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THE CONSUMER EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The fundamental premise of the Consumer Education Develop-
ment Program has been that consumer education, if it is to be

effective in the future, must be critically examined today.
Researchers and practititioners have repeatedly called for a
clearer definition of consumer education, an examination of
its purposes and objectives and identification of its import-

ant concepts.

DUring the fist year of the Consumer Education Develop-

ment Program, the major work was devoted to addressing such
questions as:

e What is being done in consumer education? And how

effectively?
e What areas of concern are being addressed? And which

were not?
e What are the needs of the future?
o How can new teaching materials best be developed
and disseminated?

In addressing these and similar questions, we consulted
with leaders and practitioners of consumer education from
schools and colleges, and from community groups and govern-

ment agencies. We convened meetings, read reports, visited

programs, and talked with those doing programs, in an effort

to describe accurately what was happening in consumer education

and what was needed. The reports listed on the inside front

cover of this module address these topics.

The CEDP publication which provided the linkage between
the work of the first and second year is the Classification of

Concepts in Consumer Education. This Classification expresses
our view of the broad scope of consumer roles and influence,

and the increasing complexity of consumer education. Using the

classification of concepts as a base, we developed a set of

curriculum modules, designed to illustrate various aspects of

the classification system. These units: were designed to pres-

ent new material, to illustrate new approaches or to address

new audiences, and were pilot-tested in various locations. The

chart on the following page lists the concepts, test site loca-

tion, site agency and the target audience.



CLASSIFICATION OF CONCEPTS IN CONSUMER EDUCATION

The primary reason for developing the 1980 Classification
of Concepts in Consumer Education was to provide a basis for
program and materials development and to encourage exchange
of ideas and information about consumer education. The identi-
fication and classification of concepts should diminish con-
fusion, both within and cmtside the field, as to what con-
sumer education is, and what consumers should know and be able
to do.

The learning activities in "It's My Life" are based on
the conceptual framework which appears in Figure 1, the Con-
sumer Decision-Action System. The concept, consumer, is best
described in the context of this syE,!.:em. Put simply, the
system is a visual way of describing what consumers do. Con-
sumers make decisions to act in one or more of a variety of
ways: planning, purchasing, conserving, getting legislative or
other protection for themselves and advocating for their cause.
Consumers are thus seen as persons with a broad range of options
relative to each of the specific consump ion areas (e.g. housing,
energy, food shopping, legal services).

Building on a definition of consumer education, the con-
cepts which make up the content of the field are identified
and classified in Figure 2. The CEDP Classification of Con-
cepts in Consumer Education provides a definition of each
concept, discusses its application to consumer education,
illustrE.tes the potential impact of consumer education,
various modes of consumer behavior, and identifies twelve
contemporary factors affecting consumer decisions.

Consumer competence in the marketplace is spelled out in
many types of behavior and learning. Knowledge is inter-
dependent; in reality concepts merge in endless combinations.
In this curriculum module, "It's My Life", we illustrate how
the concept of advocacy is related to many other concepts
within the realm of consumer behavior.

The activities in this module relate to a portion of the
classification of concepts which deals with the range of con-
sumer behavior appropriate to educated Americans, namely
consumer advocacy. The training activities are meant to be
used in self-advocacy groups of people with mental disabilities.
The aim is to help these consumers learn to advocate for them -
selves, here in the development of their individualized service
plan. Such advocacy includes those concepts in the classifica-
tion of concepts under consumer advocacy: consumer assertive-
ness, consumer representation and consumer organization. The
self-advocacy group is a truly consumer-intensive organization.
It is used as both the forum for, these training activities and
the mechanism by means of which people can explore another
concept area: personal factors - resources, lifestyle, values



and goals, needs and wants, and lifecycle. Consumer education

has not traditionally included advocacy as a legitimate goal of

learning. It is a central premise of our work that not only

must consumer education extend its scope from a primary focus on

goods purchase to service use, but also to see participation,
here in the development of the ISP, but elsewhere in other
areas of the human services, as an important area of consumer

involvement.*

*See Alan Gartner, Colin Greer, Frank Riessman, Consumer

Education in the Human Services. New York: Pergamon Press,

1979.
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FACTORS AFFECTING CONSUMER DECISIONS

EXTERNAL FACTCRS

ECONOMIC SYSTEM
POLITICAL SYSTEM
SOCIAL SYSTEM
ECOLOGICAL INFLUENCES
TECHNOLOGICAL INFLUENCE

PERSONAL FACTORS

RESOURCES
L!FECYCLE
VALUES AND GOALS
NEEDS AND WANTS
LIFESTYLE

DECISION MAKING PROCESS

PROBLEM -ISSUE CONSEQUENCES
INFORMATION DECISION-ACTION
ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

=
-n

c
rn

CONSUMER DECISION-ACTION AREAS

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

FINANCIAL PLANNING
PURCHASING
CONSERVING

CONSUMER PROTECTION
CONSUMER ADVOCACY

FIGURE 1. CONSUMER DECISION-ACTION SYSTEM*

Suzanne Dali?. Wilcox, A Conceptual Frame-

work for Consumer Education Curricula, City University
of New York, January, 1980, p. 12.
From Bannister, Rose.11a and Monsma, Charles, Classifi-
cation of Concepts in Consumer Education, Consumer
Education Development Program, Michigan Consumer
Education Center, Eastern Michigan University,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 1980, p. 10.

9



CONSUMER EDUCATION IS THE PROCESS OF GAINING

THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS NEEDED IN MANAGING

CONSUMER RESOURCES AND TAKING ACTIONS TO

INFLUENCE THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT CONSUMER

DECISIONS.

DECISION MAKING

.11M....=1/I.
FACTORS AFFECTING

CONSUMER DECISIONS

EXTERNAL i PERSONAL

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CITIZEN PAR ICIPATIDN.
DECISION

MAKING

PROCESS

FINANCIAL

PLANNIIC

PURCHASING CONSERvIN

CONSUMER CONiuvEp

PROTECTION

ECONOMIC SYSTEM RESOURCES PROBLEm'ISSUE OBTAINING SHOPPING

DECISIONS

POLITICAL SYSTEM LIFECYCLE
INFORMATION SPENDING

SOCIAL SYSTEM VALUES ALTERNATIVES BORROWING GOODS

AND GOALS

ECOLOGICAL SAVINGCONSECUENCES

INFLUENCE 'SERVICESNEEDS

AND WANTS DECISION. INVESTING

TECHICLOGICAL ACTION

!IJLJENCE
PROTECTING.IFESTYLE

EVA.tIATION

TAXPAYING

DIMINISHIN:

RESOURCES

EFFICIENT

USE

RESOURCE

SUBSTITUTICK

CONSUMER RIGHTS

CONSUMER

RESPONSIBILITIES

CONSUmBF .0+5

COWSUME0

ASSIETA10E

FIGURE 2. A CLASSIFICATION OF CONCEPTS IN CONSUMER EDUCATION
'

*From Bannister, Rosella and Monsma, Charles, Classification of Concepts in

Consumer Education, Consumer Education Development Program, Michigan Con-

sumer Education Center, Eastern Michigan Uniyersity, 1980, p. lh.
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CONCEPT TEST SITE PLAN

LOCATION AND AGENCY TARGET AUDIENCES

Resource Management
(Financial Planning)

Economic System
(Inflation)

Economic System
(Inflation)

Citizen Farticipa-
tion `(Advocacy)

Citizen Participa-
tion (Advocacy)

Citizen Participa-
tion (Advocacy)

Citizen Participa-
tion (Advocacy)

Resource: Management
(Purchasing)

Resource Management
(Purchasing)

Citizen Participa-
tion (Advocacy)

Detroit, Michigan
WXYZ-Television

Oregon DeFartment of
Education

Ypsilanti, Michigan
Ypsilanti High School

Atlanta, Georgia
Jacqueline Lassiter Assoc.

St. Louis, Missouri
City Schools

Iowa Consumers League

Berkeley, California
Vista College

New York City
Public Schools

Western Massachusetts
Belchertown State School

Northampton Open Door
Club

Adult women,
Separated,
Widowed, Divorced

Secondary School
Teachers and
Students

Secondary School
Teachers and
Students

Community Based
Organization
Personnel

Urban, Elementary
Teachers and
Students

Rural Adults

Urban Adults

Urban Junior High
School Students

Deinstitutionalized
Developmentally
Disabled

Developmentally
Disabled

The planned outcome of the entire two-year CEDP study is

build a new design for consumer education that:

® is more far-reaching and integrated than ever before

o includes attention to topics of increasing interest
to consumers -- such as human services, conservation,

inflation and consumer

® incorporates expanded roles for consumers, such as the

consumer-citizen role in influencing public policies

which affect consumers

assures increased attention to special croups served by

consumer education, including women, the poor, senior

citizens, the disabled, minority groups.

to

The =I) study has produced an assessment of consumer education,

a revitalized classification of concepts, and new approaches and

materials which should lead to improved consumer education programs

in a variety of educational settings.
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In developing this module, Suzanne Wilcox coordinated

the following activities:

meetings with Department of Mental Health
staff, self-advocacy group members.

a attendance and evaluation of current
training designed for professionals re-
garding the process of individualizing
service plans.

® research on the Individualized Service
Plan and its predecessor, the Individualized
Program Plan, as mechanisms for coordinating
the delivery of services.

e a series of meetings with professionals
working on training designs for those who

are mentally retarded: Max Korn, Social

Services, Inc., Brookline, Massachusetts;
Roger Burnell, Riverside Industries, East-
hampton, Massachusetts; Donna Liebl, Stavros
Foundation, Amherst, Massachusetts; Joanne
Siegel, Yeshiva University, New York City;

John McDonough, Seaside Associates.

e needs assessment meetings with professional
and paraprofessional staff members in the
Franklin-Hampshire Area office, with the
directors of the Hampshire County Association
for Retarded Citizens,and with the members of the

Open Door Club, Northampton, Massachusetts.

five training workshops for members of self-
advocacy groups of mentally retarded persons,
three of them with the Open Door Club in
Northampton and two conducted by Alan Gartner
and Sue Wilcox at the statewide conference for
Massachusetts Self-Advocacy groups, held in
Springfield, MA on November 22-23, 1980.
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It's My Life

Purposes, Audience and Timeframe

The module, "It's My Life" has, as its major purpose,
that of providing consumers of mental health services with
the skills they need to participate in the development and

delivery of services. In the state of Massachusetts, and for
that matter across the country, consumers who have mental
disabilities and who are being rehabilitated in community
settings, have been provided with a new mechanism for partici-
pation in evaluating the services they receive: residential,
vocational, educational and recreational. This mechanism,
the Individualized Service Plan, is both a continuation of
the old institutional record-keeping system and a newly-
conceived method to develop services for consumers with an
interdisciplinary team of which they are a part. The method
of developing the ISP is really a process; for this reason,
the training activities here are meant to give consumers skills
to participate at many stages in the process, to advocate for
themselves with regard to Department of Mental Health services
which affect their lives.

The audience for the module includes the immediate con-
sumer, the mental health practitioner or consumer advocate who
works with people with mental disabilities and the ultimate
consumer, the mentally disabled individual living in the comm-
unity. The delivery mechanisms for this module can be arranged
on a continuum relative to their degree of relationship to
the service delivery system. The most closely related delivery
mode would be direct Department of Mental Health delivery to
clients. A workshop in this mode, for example, would look

like this: You would find a Service Coordinator or another

DMH employee conducting training sessions for clients or hiring
others to do so.. Another delivery mode, one less closely
allied to the service system and yet closely connected to a
DMH system, would find the training delivered in the context
of a DMH sponsored and funded self-advocacy group, where persons
with mental disabilities come together to assist one another.
Here, the person delivering the training might be a DMH staffer
or an outside person, hired by DMH. Yet another delivery mod-
ule is a vendor-contracted self-advocacy club, where an ARC
(Association for Retarded Citizens), or a service provider
like a sheltered workshop would receive a contract to cover
expenses connected with a self-advocacy group. Other delivery
modes, still more removed from DMH because their funding is
not dependent, might include ISP training delivery in the
context of a self-advocacy group which has been funded from a
source other than DMH. There is actually a service delivery
continuum within this mode, ranging from government, corporate

and labor sponsorship to training which is sponsored by self-
advocacy group members themselves and delivered by group

members themselves.

p4
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The training module here was delivered in DMH-sponsored

settings, one a self-advocacy group under the direct super-

vision of DMH, the other a vendor-contracted self-advocacy

group. These modes were chosen by us because they were

available and manifest our belief that, at the moment, clients

can be well served in DMH settings where the consumer's best

interest is held important. However, we are aware that con-

flicts between consumer and producer are as prevalent here

as elsewhere. Those who deliver this module must be kept

aware of the danger of providing producer rather than con-

sumer education.

The timeframe for delivering this module is dependent to

a large extent on the capability of the group. Three to five

sessions, each of two or three hours are a minimum. A group

of four to six persons is ideal.
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OVERVIEW

INDIVIDUALIZED SER1L:CE PLAN

Most consumers need to learn specialized skills when they
shop for or purchase services. Their fear of professionals,
ignorance of service delivery mechanisms and inability to
complain effectively puts them at a 'disadvantage in the service

world. When the services being consumed originate in govern-
mental agencies, consumers are beset by problems of complexity,
and bureaucratic inefficiency. And when such governmental
services focus on shaping an individualized plan to coordinate
a mix of services, the challenge to the consumer is even
greater.

Add to this mounting complexity the difficulty of a de-
institutionalized consumer, a person who has spent a large
portion of his/her life in an institutional setting, with
little opportunity to make choices or express desires, who
now finds her/himself in the community. It is this person
acting as a consumer of the Individualized Service Plan whom
we hope the training exercises in this unit will assist. Such
exercises aim to give consumers the skills to understand the

ISP process, to evaluate their ISP's, to participate in their
development and to appeal their plans when appropriate.

Self-help mutual aid has been found to be particularly
beneficial when the service being delivered is consumer in-

tensive.* The package of services delivered by means of the
ISP mechanism requires a high level of consumer involvement
and therefore the training exercises which follow are meant
to be delivered in the context of a self-advocacy group in
which individuals undergoing the transition from institution
to community assist one another with the help of a professional
who serves as group facilitator.

The Individualized Service Plan is both a design for serv-
ices as well as the mechanism which links persons who are
mentally retarded with that combination of services which will
enable them to live in the community with a progressively de-
creasing number of life-long or follow-along services. In

its ideal form, the ISP process involves consumers with an
interdisciplinary team in assessing needs and strengths and in

planning for a progressively normalized life in the community.
Much of the process' success depends on consumer involvement.
Such participation depends heavily on the individual's ability
to assess data, express desires, assert one's wishes, demand
one's rights. These are the topics of the training in this
unit, training which explains the process to consumers and
then helps them to cope, and to participate fully in it.

*For an extensive treatment of this subject as it relates to
a range of human services, see Alan Gartner and Frank Riessman,

Self-Help in the Human Services. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Publishers, 1977.
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While the system for putting together the Individualized
Service Plan and its details may vary from state to state,

the essential components remain the same. These components

include:

1) a recognition that individualizing service delivery

facilitates the normalization process;

2) a commitment to diverse input in service plan devel-
opment to consumer involvement and to the participa-

tion of an interdisciplinary team whose members
represent the various facets of a person's life;

3) linkage between individualized plans and vendor
contracts, wherever possible, and

4) a level of complexity which, though not intentional,
leads to the need for consumer training. (The

process was developed for the producer rather than

the consumer, of services.)

The training exercises which follow aim to give consumers

an understanding of the service delivery system and the ISP

process and, the, to impart the skills needed to participate

assertively. While "client participation" appears on paper

as a necessary component of the ISP process, to make it an

actuality, both consumers and producers (the service coord-

inator and the providers) must be committed and trained.

Otherwise, given the complex nature of the consumer's plan,

where residential, day activities, vocational, specialist

and generic service components in fact may each be supplied

by a different service provider, the ISP process may result

in decreasing the consumer's control of his/her life. That

effect would be the opposite of what is intended by the new

system.

There are several points at which the consumer's partici-

pation in the ISP process is practical. The attached chart

(See Figure 1) was designed to help service providers coord-

inate the ISP development process. Since our interest here

is primarily in the consumer, we highlight those tasks which

involve consumer participation.

o Client Intervieg
o Development of Client Profile

o Development of Assets List

o Development of Needs Areas
Report of Current Skill Status

o Selection of Objectives and Priorities

Selection of Appropriate Interventions

e Approval of the Plan/Service Agreement

e Review and/or Submission of Progress Reports
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ISP Process

''REPARATION

MAKE NOTIFICATIONS
IDENTIFY PROBABLE NEED AREAS/ASSETS
DEVELOP DRAFT NEEDS LIST
INFORM PROGRAMS OF NEED AREA RESPON.
COMPLETE NEED AREA ASSESSMENT INFOR.
CONDUCT CLIENT INTERVIEW RESULTS
CIRCULATE INTERVIEW RESULTS
DEVELOP DRAFT ASSETS LIST
DEVELOP DRAFT PROFILE
ACQUIRE GENERIC INPUT
COLLECT OTHER RELEVANT DATA

. don. moNli

SERVICE AGREEMENT

I COMPLETE SERVICE AGREE.
t INTERPRET TO CLIENT

SEND SERVICE AGREEMENT, Ls,
TO SERVICE COORDINATOR

INl

PROVIDER RESPONSIBILITY
SERVICE COORDINATOR RESPONSIBILITY

MEETING

PRESENT/REFINE PROFILE
REVIEW INTERVIEW
REVIEW/REFINE ASSETS LIST
REVIEW/REFINE ASSETS LIST

+ STATUS ASSESSMENT
ANNUAL OBJECTIVE

+ RECOMMENDED PLAN
+ ASSIGN PRIORITIES
+ IDENTIFY RESPONSIBLE AGEN.

CONTACTPERSON & START DATE

DISCUSS OTHER ISSUES
SIGN ATTENDANCE SHEET

POST MEETING

INTERPRET ISP TO CLIENT
MAKE ANY NECESSARY CHANGES
NOTIFY PROGRAMS
PREPARE ANNUAL REVIEW REPORT
CLIENT/PROVIDERS SIGN RESPONSE SHEET

REVIEW, CONSOLIDATE AND DISSEM.
SERVICE AGREEMENTS

DURING YEAR
COLLECT NECESSARY DATA
CONDUCT QUARTERLY REVIEWS
QUARTERLY UPDATES OF SERVICE
AGREEMENT
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The ISP Process

Service
Coordinator

Service
Providers

Think about needs,
strengths,
assets
Meet with service
coordinator
o Look over forms
o Invite friends

Notify consumer and
service providers

Prepare needs,
strengths, assets
lists

Develop lists. prepare
profile

Help with con-
sumers needs,
strengths,
assets.

Get ready for
meeting.

ISP
MEETING

Tell group (team)
about your re-
action to the
forms: profile,
various lists.
Have a friend
help or add to
your comments.

Conduct meeting.
Review:

Assets List
Status assessment
Annual Objective
Assign Priorities
Identify Agency
Chair

Comment on plan
and lists.

POST-

ISP MEETING

Look over forms.
Talk to a friend
about them.
Decide whether you
are going to sign
plan.

Interpret ISP to con-
sumer

Make necessary charges.
Notify programs.
Prepare and send
service agreements.

Complete service
agreement.
Interpret to client
Send service agree-
ment to service
coordinator.

DURING

YEAR

Think about goals
and needs.
Talk to service
coordinator and
to friends about
how the plan is
working for you.

Update records.
Talk to consumer.
Conduct quarterly
reviews.

Carry out duties
in service
agreement



The training designs for consumers in this unit form
a total package by which consumers help one another get
involved in the ISP process. The enclosed chart, "The
ISP Process," is meant to provide consumers with a kind of
road map within which they can place the activities involved
in the ISP process. Since the latter is a bureaucratic
process and therefore involves both complex activities and
language, one of the key backdrop activities of those who
deliver this training will be to remind consumers to ask
about language which they do not understand and steps they
do not understand. The ISP roadmap can serve as a ready
reference to pinpoint where the consumer is at any given
point in the process.

Pre-Unit Assignment

The facilitator of this unit on the ISP (Individualized
Service Plan)process will give clients an assignment previous
to the development of the unit. Clients should ask their
service coordinator or case worker (or whoever the Department
of Mental Health professional to whom they report or with
whom they deal) to get them a copy of their individualized
plan. The training facilitator can make this assignment
some time before the actual start-up of training so that each
person has a copy of his/her plan. (All persons are entitled
by law to have copies of their individual plan.) In cases
where an individual cannot obtain a copy of his or her plan.
the facilitator can call the service coordinator or the
sheltered workshop, explain the training, and obtain the
copy.

This initial phase of the training is perhaps the most
valuable to clients. Certainly, getting one's own ISP (or
IPP) records and learning to read and understand them forms
a vital link between the past and the future for the mentally
retarded consumer of Department of Mental Health Services.
The facilitator can move very slowly if necessary in reviewing
these records with consumers, taking care that the immediate
consumer and the small group understands what is in the records,
takes cognizance of their reaction to the various elements of

the records, and talks about them freely. To give some examples
here, one consumer may react to the item on his/her needs list
which reads, "improve personal hygiene." Members of the group
may agree with his dissatisfaction or they may support the
item, saying that the individual ought to keep a neater, cleaner

beard. In another case, the client may disagree that she needs
money management training, and the group may agree, saying that
she handles her own money well.
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ACTIVITY 1: READ YOUR PLAN

Objectives: Given the individualized plan, group members
will know the elements of their current plan,
either by reading it themselves or by having
someone read it to them.

Given the elements of their current individual-
ized plan, group members will know how they
feel about their plan.

Given their feelings about their plans, group
members will express these to the total group.

Group Size: 6-10 persons, fewer depending on the reading
ability of the group members.

Time Required: One and a half hours

Materials: (1) Each individuals plan designed by the
Department of Mental Health, we enclose
a copy for use by the group.

(2) ISP Process charts which precede.

(3) Newsprint, Magic markers.

Physical Setting: A small room.

Process:

I. Each person (client) will take out his/her plan and the

facilitator will review with the whole a Dup the common

elements*of the plans: team composition heet, needs

list, goal statements, strengths lists, training object-

ive and training strategy sheets. This may take some .

time -- for each member to find and to see the purpose

of the various sheets.

II. The facilitator then Will ask the group to discuss the

goal or objective of having such plans. It is hoped

that the group will, at some point, talk about the value

of an individual plan, one just for each person, which

is designed to meet their individual needs.

III. The facilitator will draw out from the group members a

list of ways in which they are like others in the group

and ways in which they are different, pointing out that

the plan is meant to provide for their differences. The

list should be recorded on newsprint.

*The forms and terms used here are those currently in use in

Massachusetts. For use in other jurisdictions, facilitators

should substitute the forms and terms in use there.
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IV The facilitator then will make certain that group
members know how to read their plans and will ask them
each to think of a word or phrase which describes their
feelings about their plans and a reason for it. The
facilitator then will ask each member of the group to
share the feeling and the reason for it with other
group members. Example: Bob Massi tells the group that
he feels very happy about his plan because it talks
about his new job assignment as janitor at the Town Hall,

an assignment which he likes very much. Sally Jamerson
says she feels angry about her plan because it assigns
her to a group home in Chicopee and she has wanted to
live in an apartment with her friend Joan for some time.

V. When the group has shared their feelings about the
plans, the facilitator tells them that these workshops
will help them to have a part in developing their plans
and therefore, will give them an opportunity to shape
the plans and hopefully to improve them.

(In pilot testing this learning activity, we found that much
of the time was used in reading aloud each person's plan and
discussing what was in the plan and what was missing from the

plan with the group. This activity was combined at a work-
shop with the activity which follows, "What's In The Cards,"
in which consumers utilize playing cards as a starting point
for discussing their needs, fears and strenghts.)

Activity 2: WHAT'S IN THE CARDS?

Overview: One of the initial stepc in the ISP process is to
assess a persons's needs, strengths and goals.
For a new client in the system, needs, strengths
and goals are assessed by means of a battery of
tests and interviews. If the person is considered
eligible for his/her state's services for persons
with mental retardation, then he/she is assigned a
Service Coordinator who guides the ISP process with
and for them. In this activity, the consumer is
trained to think about personal goals, strengths
and needs, then to express them at the appropriate
persons.

Objectives: Given a set of cards which present symbolic images
of personal needs, fears and strengths, consumers
will place each set in order, describe why he/she
has done so, and tell the group which cards are
"missing" (i.e. what personal needs, strengths and
fears are not present in the cards.)

22
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Group Size: 4-5 persons

Time Required: One hour and a half

Materials: Sets of playing cards: needs, strengths, wants
which can be duplicated from the sheets which follow.

Process:

I. The facilitator will give each consumer a set of "strengths"

cards. Explaining that each one represents "something you

are good at doing." The facilitator will ask consumers
to put these in order for themselves, placing the card
which represents what the person is "best at" on top of

the pile. When everyone has done this, the facilitator
will ask each group member in turn to state what order
they have placed the cards in and why they have so ordered

their cards. It is useful as a learning experience to
have each individual explain at the same time what the
card means to them.

II. The process is repeated with the "Needs" cards.

III. The process is repeated with the "Goals" cards. In the

case of the goals cards, and possibly of the other two

sets of cards, consumers should have an opportunity to
state what is missing from the cards, what cards are not

there which represent their personal needs, wants and/or

strengths.

IV. As work with the cards proceeds, it may happen that a con-
sumer mentions a personal need, not adequately dealth with

in his/her ISP, about which he/she is hesitant to talk to

the Service Coordinator. This is a good opportunity for

breaking into a role play, the facilitator appointing one
group ,I,ember to be the Service Coordinator, the "person
with the problem" to be him/herself trying to express the

missing need.

ACTIVITY 3: "IT'S YOUR LIFE. . . . PLAY TO WIN"

Objective: Given a road map of the ISP process designed
with the consumer in mind, clients will under-
stand the steps in the process.

Group Size: 6-10 persons

Time Required: One hour

Materials: o Giant poster, "It's My Life, Play to Win" or
drawing of same on the blackboard.

Newsprint and magic markers

Marker
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Process:

I. The Facilitator, using same, "It's Your Life, Plan to
Win", explains the ISP process from the consumer
perspective, pointing out each of the landmarks and
explaining it.

II. The facilitator goes through each stage of the ISP
process with group members, talking about the consumer
role. In the Background Information Sheet enclosed,
please find a description of each step.

III. Then the facilitator can introduce the game. Players
draw the cards in turn, after they are shuffled.
Facilitator helps the players to read the cards and
explains the process if the players need help. BEFORE
THE GROUP PLAYS THIS GAME, the facilitator should read
Appendices A-G which spell out the ISP process and
he/she should study the chart which outlines the process.
Each person, in turn, draws a card. Each follows the
the directions on the card. If they land on the Client
Interview, Time to Plan, ISP meeting or Draft Plan block,
they may draw another card after doing the required
activity. The winner is the first person to reach
"Life Time." If this occurs too early in the game, the
facilitator may discuss with the group whether or not
they would like to play another game. If no one reaches
"Life Time" and time is up, participants can vote for the
person who performed the activities the best. The person
who receives the most votes wiles then become the winner.

IV. The facilitator, in closing, will ask the group to talk
about where they have taken part successfully in the ISP

process to date and where they require training in order

more fully to participate.

Cards in deck (The facilitator should type or letter each of

these on two cards.)

Go all the way back to START. Think about the whole trip.

Go to Lunch Time. Think about your favorite lunch place

and time.

Take a Break. Tell the Group what you plan to do in order

to relax.

Go to ISP meeting. Tell the team what you think about

your current ISP.

Go to Client Interview. Tell your Service Coordinator how

you like your job, what you really want to do.
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Go to Client Interview. Tell your Service Coordinator how
you like your job, what new things you need to learn.

Go to Client Interview. Tell your Service Coordinator about
what you need, what new things you need to learn.

Go to Client Interview. Practice telling your Service
Coordinator what you're good at.

Forward 3 blocks.

Back 3 blocks.

Forward 2 blocks.

Back 2 blocks.

Back 2 blocks.

Forward 1 block.

Forward 3 blocks.

Forward 3 blocks.

Forward 3 blocks.

Take APPEALS ROAD. Tell the group what you plan to do to

to appeal your ISP. Practice calling your Service Coordinator
on the telephone, and telling him/her that you are going to
appeal your ISP.

ACTIVITY 4: TALKING UP

Objectives: Given n individual interview or team meeting
for ISP planning, consumers will voice their
goals, needs, strengths.

Group Size: 4-5 persons

Time Required: One hour.

Materials: Copy of ISP Used in Activity 1.

Four activity posters.

Physical Setting: A small room.
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Process:

I. The facilitator asks group members to think about their

plan and to think about one feeling which they have

which is connected with the plan.

II. Each person expresses that feeling to the whole group and

gives a reason for it. The facilitator, once this is

complete, asks the group members to pretend that the
facilitator is the service coordinator and that they are

talking with their service coordinator in the initial

client interview. The facilitator should find that on

the map, pointing out that it is the meeting at which

they talk to the service coordinator about their goals,

their strengths and their needs.

III. Each person, in turn, role plays themselves first at the

client interview, then at the ISP meeting, expressing
what they want in terms of: living arrangements

work place/career aspirations
recreational activities
education

IV. As a guide for what people say, the facilitator places

the four activity posters in a place visible to each
person who is speaking: Reduced copies of these posters

follow here.

Home Work Relaxing Education

Group members are guided to think about each in turn and say

something about each area of their life.

The formal "talking up" activity which precedes represents

one way of assisting people with developmental disabilities

to talk about their individual plan. Here we mention a few

others, to be used at the facilitator's discretion:

Ask the group to relate what they know a',out

the ISP process, or the IPP process which, in

some states, preceded it. Have people describe
what it means in general, what it means to them,

how they feel about it.

Ask the group if they have ever talked to another

person like themselves about the ISP or IPP. Have

they heard others talking about it?

33
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o Pretend that you, the facilitator, are a person
frdm Mass. You ask the group, "Explain what an

ISP is. . . I'm new here."

In the context of these activities, several important points
might arise which will require clarification. Some people
seem to think that the ISP means "no more sheltered workshop"
or "getting out from under the thumb of the Department of
Mental Health." The notion of a continuum of gradually
more independent living needs to be emphasized and of getting
one's proper share of services.

ACTIVITY 5: FORMS, FORMS, FORMS

Overview: From the producer standpoint, much of the indivi-
dualized service plan process is a new form of

record keeping. While consumers see the process
differently, it is important for them to know
about the records in order to understand
the system and use it to their own advantage.

Objective: Given six (6) forms used in the ISP process, group
member knows the purpose of each and how to use

each.

Group Size: One-to-one or small (4-6) group

Time Required: One and a half hours.

Materials: Copies of forms for each member.

(1) Report Form
(2) Client Assets List
(3) Major Need Areas
(4) Interim Need Areas
(5) Attendance and Interpretation

Sheet
(6) Response Sheet
(7) Quarterly/Service Agreement:

Response Sheet

or copies of whatever forms are used in your part
of the country to keep records on client progress
and/or ISP's.
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ANNUAL REVIEW -34-
NEED LINN

REASON FOR REPORT

CLIENT PROFILE

OA
CONTINUATION OF: (tole of form,

REPORT

Rex Sample is a twenty-two year old young man who lives in the East Street

residence and is employed.at the PROUD Workshop. Prior to moving to his current

living situation three months ago, Rex resided at the Fernham Regional Center

for sixteen years. During the past several years, Rex's program at Fernham
concentrated on community readiness skills. His residential program focused on

ADL and leisuretime skills. Rex's performance in the Fernham workshop was not

consistent; however, at times he was able to maintain competitive work rates
for significant periods.

Rex's program at East Street currently concentrates on meal preparation and
other domestic skills. Community integration is another high priority activity.

Although Rex has established excellent relations with the East Street staff,he
has not demonstrated any interest in establishing any close relationships with
his East Street peers.

In the past, Rex experienced only extremely limited educational activities. Part

of his program at PROUD involves working on expanding his expressive language.

He is also learning how to use money to purchase items. Additional educational
activities include community reading skills, simple addition and measurement.
His performance in work-related activities continues in the same pattern as he

displayed at Fernham. He is currently learning to use various small tools. This

ability will allow him to work on certain tasks he has expressed an interest in.

Rex's parents have had only limited interaction with Rex during the past
few years; however, they are supportive of his efforts to become more independ-

ent. They would like Rex to move closer to them. They also would like William,
Rex's brother, to become his guardian. William visits Rex about three times a
month

Although generally cooperative with staff, Rex sometimes has difficulty working

with new staff. He does not enjoy participating in activities with his peers;
preferring individual activities,such as. watching television and movies. Rex
has expressed an interest in learning to swim.

Rex's health is generally good despite a history of seizures. His seizures have

been controlled by medication for the past three years. A recent attempt to
reduce medication proved unsuccessful. Rex has not displayed any side effects

from his medication.

Rex will probably be ready to move to a cooperative apartment within the next

eighteen months. Any movement to a more competetive work situation will depend
on whether it is possible to stabilize his performance.

DATE

12 Nov 79

SIGNATURE

RAaD*Nt

POSITION AND AGENCY

Vry,.,\An, Marilyn Monitor Service Coordinator DMH

CUENT NAME

Rex Sample

RECORD LOCATION

Area Office
CCAS

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

AREA

CAPE MAY

REPORT FORM
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ANNUAL REVIEW

NEED LTRio

REASON FOR REPORT

CLIENT INTERVIEW AND PREFERENCE REPORT

OR
CONTINUATION OF' ilstie ot form)

REPORT

Rex and I met at the East Street residence on November 8th. Rex's
brother, William, was also present.

With regard to his living situation Rex indicated that he was happy
living at East Street. He would like to have his own room as soon as it
is possible. He enjoys the staff and feels they are interested in
his welfare. He does not like to join in group activities and he
feels that there is often pressure on him to do so.

Rex does not like going to PROUD Workshop as much as he liked the
workshop at Fernham. He does not find the work interesting and the
staff have no time for him. They say he steals items from other-
clients. He does like the education program he participates in at
PROUD.

For leisuretime Rex enjoys staying at East Street and watching TV.
He also likes to play cards with the staff. He does not like to
participate in group activities. Rex would like to attend church
each Sunday (currently his brother takes him once a month). Rex has
also expressed some interest in learning to swim.

Rex's brother, William, added that he thought it was critical to
have Rex learn to travel about the community independently. He also
thought Rex's speech program should be given a high priority. Rex
agreed with these suggestions.

DATE

.
CUENT NAME

Rex Sample

RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

SIGNATURE

i ... 44 on..

CCRS D-2

id. ii - . i

POSITION AND AGENCY

rdi ator IH

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

REPORT FOR

AREA

CAPE MAY
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PERSONAL STRENGTHS
AND SOCIAL RESOURCES

IDENTIFIER
IMPLICATIONS UPDATESGATE ENTERED

OAT?. REMOVED

Capable of self preservation

K. Rogers
East Street Can reside in a dwell-

ing above the first
floor.

11/7/80

Cooperative with staff PROUD Seeks attention from
staff for appropriate
behavior.

11/7/80

Enjoys painting
East Street

Provides a good leisure
time activity that can
be used as a reward.

11/7/80

Brother has a strong interesj
in Robin's well being

TEAM
Provides support for
Robin.

11/7/80

Has gestures to express needs
and desires

TEAM Good basis for the
development of a
standard sign system.

11/7/80

Receives SSI TEAM Has spending money.

11/7/80

Can independently travel
by bus

East Street Can independently
travel to work and
social activities.11/7/80

Can do simple addition PROUD Helpful with both
work and independent
living activities.

11/7/80

CL
ER TAAi7 Welch COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

RECORD Lo,,ArioN

Area Office EI
,L,_..,

CCPS A-2 CLIENT ASSETS

AREA

CARLISLE

JST
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MT
NEED NEED AREA

10ENTIFIER/POSIDON
GOAL

RESOLUTION

AGENCY DATE DATE RESOLVED I RECURRED I...1

A
Preventive Services and

T. John MD Conduct regular
evaluations and
maintain health

..,smo=

Routine Evaluations Bay
Clin 4 /c /Rn

B ADL Skills (refinement)
East Street Independently per -

form all self-care
skills4/5/80

C Cooking
East Street Prepare meals for

self independently
4/5/80

D Academic Skills
Read at a third
grade level. Add
and subtract

.1.31.11.11SLI

CCM 4/5/80

E Family Relations
John Cook Normalize to age

appropriate level
4/5/80

F Irtyj,KCommur4obilit
Team Travel about the

4/5/80

G , Leisure Time
Team Experience various

new leisure time/
recreation activ.4/5/80

H Self Actualization
B. Bell D.0 Express needs /wants.

Eliminate shyness
CCM 4 5 80

I Vocational Skills
CCM Competitive work

, :II

J Money Management
CCM

Independent control
of finances

4/5/80

K Peer Relations
Team Engage in social

.--4/5/80

'I 6

NEED

IIIb
CLIENT NAME

Susan Keeper

RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

=AS A3

vII711LNorml^
CDtAMONWEALTH OF NIASSACHUSErTS

MAJOR

W
AREA

Eastern

AREAS
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NEED AREA

IDENTIFIER/ POSITION GOAL
RESOLUTION

AGENCY I DATE DATE RESOLVED RECURRED(,)

1 Legal Status

R. Welch, S.W.
Adjudicate

Area
Office

10/1/80

by May 1981

2 Diabetes

P.Jay, M.D.
Test

Bay.
10/1/80

3 Swearing

B. Wilson, D.C.
Eliminate

Adjust to loss

East

Itmeet.--.---.
B. Wilson,

10/1/80

D.C.

4 Loss of Parent
East

strpet 10/1/80

CUENT NAME

Rose Cline
RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

CCRS AA

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

lINTERIM e--

(

NEED AREAS

AREA

Medford/Malden

mirTE-AREA OFFICE RECORD
YELLOW-RESIDENCE RECORD
PINK- TRAIN A EMPLOY RECORD
GOLD-CLIENT COPY

...---.--............-...-
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ANNUAL REVIEW REPORT

Review of Need Areas

page I of 7

November 8,1980

A PREVENTIVE SERVICES

Bay Clinic/ Kline,MD: See attached medical examination

Annual Objective
Maintain current health and conduct regular evaluations.(1 Priority)

Recommended Plan
Continue current activities (see attached medical examination)

Responsible Agencies and Contact Persons
Bay Clinic- William Kline, MD
East Street - Jay Somers

Start Date
December 8,1980 or start of 1st quarter's service agreement

B SEIZURES (Epilepsy)

Bay Clinic/ Kline, MD: See attached medical examination

East Street/Sue Smith: The frequency of seizures has been stable at .5 per week
for the past three months. James is currently receiving 150 mg. Dilantin daily.
An attempt to reduce medication last year proved unsuccessful (3.0 seizures per
week during the trial period). James displays no apparent side effects from his
medication.

Annual Objective
Maintain a seizure rate of less than .5 per week. (1 Priority)

Recommended Plan
Maintain current dosage and monitor. Review possible dosage reduction
in six months.

Responsible Agencies and Contact Persons
Bay Clinic - William Kline, MD
East Street - Jay Somers

Start Date
December 8,1980 or start of 1st quarter's service agreement

C SELF CONTROL

East Street/Sue Smith: James has not been observed twirling in the last two months.
His thumbsucking occurs about five times a week; usually at times between scheduled
activities. Currently, he is asked to stop when observed.
PROUD/Jong Voeltz: Self stimulation behaviors observed in the workshop include
thumbsucking and twirling. During the past two weeks of observation a baseline of
6 thumbsucking episodes and two twirling episodes daily was recorded. These behaviors
are most likely to occur between 9-10 am and 3-4 pm. Currently, James is asked to stop.

Annual Objectives
a. Eliminate thumbsucking in all environments. (High Priority)

b. Eliminate mlrling at PROUD. (Medium Priority)

Recommended Plan
Implement in-place time-out procedure. Collect frequency data and evaluate
monthly

Responsible Agencies
Objective a. East Street - Jay Somers / PROUD - Jong Voeltz
Objective b. PROUD - Jong Voeltz
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inaicate your approval of the total
If you disapprove of any element
corresponaing -Comments" section.

ATTENDANCE

ISP/Annual Review or aisaPoroval of any of its elements.
please aetail the speclics (need area. oolective. etc.) in the

_........

DATE OF REVIEW

May 1,1980

INDIVIDUAL INVITED POSITION/P.ELATIONSHIP

SIGNATURE AGENCY
Lu
>
0=
cs.

a.
.c

u.e>
0

0-<
co0

COMMENTS

Ken Rogers CLIENT:MM=

KenitzgeA2

William Jones Director

William Jones East Street

. i ,.m-r Vo

WAJzzitow Homeit ':I I

. i i : a .
.

Samute RogeA4

Marilyn Monitor gprvirp rnord..,

Area OfficeMani:Jen Monitor.

INTERPRETATION iNTERPREIED TO
Ken Rogers/Samuel Rogers

NTERPRETED SY DATE F I N NTEPRWN
marilyn monitor, Ser. Coord. May Z,

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION AND WHAT WAS COMMUNICATED

Oral Communication

The major services for the next year were identified and explained. Each need area,

annual objective and plan was described in detail. Changes from last year's program

were discussed. In addition, Ken was explained his rights regarding acceptance/

rejection of the proposed plan.

CLIENT'S/GUARDIAN'S COMMENTS

Ken had no questions. His brother asked that
of the scheduled hearing examination. Ken
happen.

he be sent a copy of the results
indicated that he wished this to

Ken Rogms
DATE

May 2,1980
SIGNATURE

SERVICE COORDINATOR'S RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

Will arrange for a copy of the hearing examination results to be sent to

Samuel Rogers.

CLIENT

Ken Rogers

RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

CCRS El-1

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

ATTENDANCE
AND Ay

INTERPRETATION

AREA

Northwest

WHITE AREA OFFICE RECORD
YELLOWRESIDENCE RECORD
PINKTRAINING & EMPLOYMENT RECORD
GOLDCLIENT

SHEET



ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW COVERING THE PERIOD Mar 8,1980 TO Mar 8,1981 .

THIS RESPONSE SHEET IS DESIGNED TO DOCUMENT APPROVALIDISAPPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED ISP/ANNUAL
REVIEW. THE REASONS FOR ANY REJECTION OF A PROPOSED ELEMENT SHOULD BE DOCUMENTED BELOW
IN THE COMMENTS SECTION OR ON AN REPORT FORM.

On the basis of information currently available
responsibility for addressing the annual
designated our responsibility in the attached

Signatt. ; Suzan B. Ca-as

FAO- Street (progiagency) accepts t does not accept =
plans. that have been

Feb 8,1980
Date

objectives and for implementing the recommended
ISPIAnnual Review.

aaecton.Pos

On the basis of information currently available
responsibility for addressing the annual
designated our responsibility in the attached

Signature S. David Dortgen

PROUD (prog./agency) accepts 1 does not accept 7
plans, that have been

NiLect. Date Feb 8,1980

objectives and for implementing the recommended
1SP/Annual Review.

Pos. /wt

On the basis of information currently available
responsibility for addressing the annual
designated our responsibility in the attached

Signature

(progJagency) accepts = does not accept 7
plans, that have been

Date

objectives and for implementing the recommended
ISP/Annual Review.

Pos

On the basis of information currently available, this Area Office accepts IX does not accept 7 responsibility for
endeavoring to provide. purchase or arrange for needed services, as contained in the attached ISP/Annual Review,
which may not be currently available. The responsibility to provide, purchase or arrange sucn services is subject to
the availability of resources.
I have reviewed the attached ISP/Annual Review and approve disapprove 7 its implementation.

Signature WiZZimn H. Sockets Pos Mat aiMet-0/1- Date Feb 10,1980

On the basis of information currently available I

A. a accept the annual objectives identified in the attached
7, do not accept

B. accept the types of services recommended in the attached

t...; do not accept

Signature Stilly Panio clientigiaffKiar*WeVROCAUX

ISP/ Annual Review.

1SP/ Annual Review.

Date Feb 10,1980

COMMENTS

CLIENT NAME

Sally Hook
RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

CCRS 8-2

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW

RESPONSE SHEET

AREA

East Central

iV HITE-AREA OP=.CE Rec.4..-Po

yELK-oLw_.EsINTRAIN cG Aca
PECOPOEN

ND EMPLOYMENT PECCP0P IN

GOLDCuENT



NEED
ORis

D

NEED AREA

HYGIENE

ANNUAL
OW
LTS

a.

ANNUAL OBJECTIVE

Wash hands upon verbal request (point
score of at least 70).

OBJ l
QUARTERLY OBJECTIVE

INTERVENTION
ICnock 1 conL on bacio7

--11 Wash hands upon verbal request (point
score of at least 30).

Teaching program with task analysis using
forward chaining procedure. Points allocat-
ed on the level of assistance required to
complete each step.

1. goes to sink
2. rolls up sleeves
3. turns on water
4. wets hands
5. picks up soap
6. lathers hands
7. replaces soap

STAFF OBJECTIVE MANAGER /
POSMON

POSITION
HRS

PEP AM RATIO

Direct C. 3 1:1
J. Bell, DC

2 Asst. Ma. .5 1:1 START
DATE

TARGET
DATE

DATE
MET

3

Decd Mar 1

S. loLliciz haTic (r wit, cuid hdLR)
9. rinses hands

10. picks up towel
11. dries hands (front and back)
12. replaces towel

turns off water
14. rolls down sleeves

Points are allocated by:
initial request5

4 step request
3 demonstration
2 part. physical assist.

STAFF OBJECTIVE MANAGER!,
POSMON

POSITION
4RS

PER wX RATIO

2 START
DATE

TARGET
DATE

DATE
MET

4

ttrftpIrrrlsrerlmrt5t.
Maximum points: 70
Reward procedure: Tokens

STAFF OBJECTIVE MANAGER/
POSMON

POSITION HRS.
PER Wk RATIO

1

2 START
DATE

TARGET
DATE

DATE
MET

3

4

...ms

STAFF OBJECTIVE MANAGER/

POSITION HPS
PER wit RATIO

POSITION

1

2 START TARGET
DATE

DATE
METDATE

CLIENT NAME
Sharon Roberts

RECORD LOCATION

East Street

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

,,1

AR:1.A

Northwest
nUARTERLY ,,

.SERVICE AGREEMENT-
OBJECTWF IVIANI,^.(7=drmENIT swPrz-r
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NEED
LTRio

L

NEED AREA

COMMUNITY LIVING
SKILLS

ANNUAL OBJECTIVE

a. purchase a meal at a local fast food
rest. without staff assistance

PRIORITY

Med.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIIIES)

East Street

I STATUSJCOMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

Jane has been learning various prerequisite skills related to ordering a meal at
the local McDonald's. Her money skills have been refined and she has been practicing
standing in line. Progress has been rapid and Jane will soon be going to McDonald's
to practice her newly acquired skills.

DATE Mir 8,1980
z srAruscommENTSSUGGESTIONS

DATE

3. STATUS/COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

DATE

4. STATUS/COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

MET NOT MET
ANNUAL OBJECTIVE DATE

NEED
LIMN

L

NEED AREA

COMMUNITY LIVING
SKILLS

ANNUAL OBJECTIVE

b. explain function of police/fire depart.
and when to call for them.

PRIORITY

Med.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCYOES)

East Street

1. STATUS/COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

Jane has visited both the police and fire stations. She is currently learning
about their functions. Jane is progressing at the rate that was expected.

DATE Mar 8,1980

2 STATUS/COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

DATE

3. STATUS/C,_IMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

DATE

4. STATUSCOMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS

MET
ANNUAL OBJECTIVE

NOT
0

MET
DATE

1........_

FOR THE ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW COVERING THE PERIOD-ner 1 1 C17q TO Apr 1 . 19804
SERVICECE COORDINATORSE

Marilyn Monitor

CLIENT NAME

Jane Jackson

RECORD LOCATION

Area Office

CCRS B3

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SERVICE
COORDINATOR'S
QUARTERLY REPORT:
STATUS OF ANNUAL

AREA

Cape Roberts

OBJECTIVES
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APPROVAL OF SERVICE AGREEMENTS

RELATING TO THE ISP/ANNUAL

BETWEEN Wilson West AND East Street
(C.rm (Program)

REVIEW FOR THE PERIOD Dec 1, 1980 TO Dec 1, 1981

ZI
W

L.

On the basis of information currently
cept 72 responsibility for addressing
identified in the attached Service

Signature WiLe.,Larn B. Jones

available East Street (prog./agency) accepts 2 does not ac-
providing or arranging the servicesproviding

to Mar 1, -1981
the quarterly objectives and for

Agreement for the period Dec 1,

Pos. pity-ton Date Nov 28,1980

1

On the basis of the information currently available, I accept $3, do not
objectives and services to be provided, as contained in the attached
od OAc L, 1980 to Mar 1, 1981

accept 0 the specific quarterly
Service Agreement for the peri-

c 'ent/MitkOrgieigtWiYattigXSignature_Wilacutliteat
Date Nov 28.1980 .

,-z
1-J

w

g

On the basis of information currently
cept responsibility for addressing
identified in the attached Service

Signature

available (prog./agency) accepts does not ac-
providing or arranging the services

to
the quarterly objectives and for

Agreement for the period

Pos Date

On the basis of the information currently available, I accept , do not
objectives and services to be provided, as contained in the attached
od to

accept the specific quarterly
Service Agreement for the peri-

client/guardian/representativeSignature

Date

w

5.

g

On the basis of information currently
cept responsibility for addressing
identified in the attached Service

Signature

available (prog./agency) accepts does not ac-
providing or arranging the services

to
the quarterly objectives and for

Agreement for the period .

Pos Date

On the basis of the information currently available, I accept , do not
objectives and services to be provided, as contained in the attached
od to

accept the specific quarterly
Service Agreement for the peri-

client/guardian/representativeSignature

Date

1I

gSignature

1

CUE

RE

r

On the basis of information currently
cept responsibility for addressing
identified in the attached Service

available (prog./agency) accepts III does not ac-
providing or arranging the services

to
the quarterly objectives and for

Agreement for the period

Pos. Date

On the basis of the information currently available, I accept , do not
objectives and services to be provided, as contained in the attached
od to

accept the specific quarterly
Service Agreement for the peri-

client/guardian/representativeSignature

[fate
NT NAME

Wilson West
LOCATION

East Street

ccps c,3

CC*AMONWF_ALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SERVICE
AGREEMENT:3
RESPONSE SHEET

AREA

Southeastern

WHITE-AREA OFFICE RECORD
rELLow-REsiDENcE RECORD
PINK-TRAINING 6 EMPLOYMENT RECORD
GOLD - CLIENT COPY
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Process:

I. The facilitator gives each group member a copy of each
form and explains that they are all part of the indivi-
dualized plan. Pointing to the roadmap, "Follow the
ISP road," the facilitator points out where, on the
roadway, each is used. (The report form which contains
the client profile is prepared after the client interview;
the needs list before the interview, then modified after
it; the major need arers and client assets list are
prepared before the ISP meeting; the response sheet and
quarterly service agreement response sheet are forms
which actually put the process of coordinated services

in motion.)

II. A series of review exercises can be done with the group
until each member knows where on the roadmap the form is

used. Consumers should be able to take the form, name it
and show where it fits into the process.

III. The facilitator then explains that the next important
activity is for people to know what the form's
purpose is and how they can change it.

The Report Form

ACTIVITY 6: YOUR ISP MEETING

Objective: Given a chart, consumers will know the parts of
the ISP meeting, will know when to speak up on
their own behalf or when to get others to speak
up for them.

Group Size: 6-10 persons

Time Required: An hour and a half.

Materials: Meeting Chart.

Process:

I. The facilitator, using the pictorial chart, will first
outline the process which takes place at the ISP meeting.
At each stage, the facilitator will draw out from the
group the appropriate consumer response, following a
uniform set of small questions:

= What does my form say?
= How do I feel about it?
= What should I say about it?

The facilitator should say something like this:
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II. "These are the steps which the service coordinator
will follow in running your ISP meeting. At each step
you should be asking yourself how you feel about the way
the form which is referred to is being used, and what you
intend to say in response to this part of the meeting.
The parts might not come in exact order, so you should
be thinking carefully at all times about what part is
being considered. If you get lost at the meeting, you
should ask the service coordinator to clarify what is

taking place."

PRESENT/REFINE PROFILE

The Service Coordinator reads the "Client Profile," the
one or so page description of you. After it has been
read, you are encouraged to react to it, that is, to
point out what is good and bad about the PROFILE.

REVIEW INTERVIEW

The Service Coordinator talks about the interview with the

consumer. If there is any part of the interview that the
consumer does not agree happened as stated, the consumer
should say so.

REVIEW/REFINE ASSETS LIST

The Service Coordinator will review the consumer's strengths

list. Consumer should think about whether he or she agrees

with the strengths listed, decide on whether any strengths
are missing or badly stated.

REVIEW/REFINE NEEDS LIST

The Service Coordinator will read the list of needs which

has been put together. The consumer should listen, add

any needs which are not stated and be particularly
sensitive to the ORDER in which needs are placed on the

"Prioritized Needs List."

This is a particularly sensitive and important part of the

ISP meeting. Services (like training, education, transi-
tional job programs, place to live with accompanying
residential services) are all linked to Prioritized Needs

List. It is here that the consumer ought to focus
attention, questioning the way needs are ordered and
questioning the link between stated needs and services.

JJ
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DISCUSS OTHER ISSUES

This is the place for the consumer to raise any new

issues, unconnected to other matters. It is a good

place for the consumer to speak up for his/her own

interests.

SIGN ATTENDANCE SHEET

The Attendance Sheet. There are many-problems

One of them is that it combines attendance at the

meeting (for team members) with approval of the plan.

The client has a right to communicate disapproval of

the plan, in writing or in person, and this should be

done if the client does not agree with what took place

at the meeting.

ACTIVITY 7: RED LIGHT/GREEN LIGHT?

Overview: As a review activity for consumers, in understand-
ing the ISP process, the group will review the
process, using the "It's My Life--Play To Win"
board, emphasizing in particular, the need to
Understand the most significant events along the

ISP roadway; client interview, ISP meeting,
decision to accept ISP, service agreement signing.
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OVERVIEW OF THE ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW PROCESS

A. Introduction

The Regulations establish the fundamental standards and requirements for ISP

development, approval, periodic review, and documentation. The precise im-

plementation of these Regulations by Service Coordinators, Area Directors, and
service providers will, of course, vary with the particular circumstances,
specific clients, and Area Office and service provider procedures. This

section of the Handbook describes the basic requirements of the Regu-
lations for ISP development and incorporates numerous process recommendations,

based on pilot experiences, for implementation of ISP procedures. In order

to provide an overview of all requirements, the ISP development process is

described in terms of an individual applying for services, eligibility deter-

mination, initiation of services, ISP development, and subsequent periodic

review. Thus, the timelines *specified are applicable to situations when a new

client enters the service delivery system. The Flow Chart on the following

pages, graphically depicts the ISP development process, differentiating

between Service Coordinator and service provider responsibilities.

B. Eligibility Determination

Any individual may apply for services provided, purchased or arranged by

the Department. Applications for services should be made at the Area Office

of the individual's Area of Meaningful Tie, but may be made at any Area

Office. No individual may receive Departmental services (except prevention,

early childhood intervention, information and referral, and emergency
services) unless the individual is determined eligible for such services.
Eligibility is determined by. the Area Director within 60 days after

application on the basis of a screening assessment conducted under his or

her direction. The foundation for the screening assessment is the Massa-

chusetts Service Coordination Battery (MSCB).

Within 60 days after application, the individual will be sent an Eligibility

Report. The Eligibility Report will include the individual's eligibility status

and,if eligible; the general types of services needed; which are adequate;

most appropriate and least restrictive; the projected frequency and duration

of services; the individual's priority of need for services; legal status;

and recommended service providers (if known and available ).

* The indicated timelines should be considered guidelines.
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Request for Services

Ac Area Office
1(

. as Office Representative
explains process Co client.

Area Director/designee conducts
se -acting assessment, including
completion of Massachusetts Servic

Coordination Battery, and
administracian of MDPS Behavioral

Provision of
Encl. ency Svc.

Notify Client/
Representative*
within 24 hours

Insufficient

IMINMLcgriamtli
------1;74:7rZeives Ell ibility Report

(Provide information
No

and referral

If projected frequency
and duration of services
is :15 30 consecutive
days/year or:i5. 60 days/
year, then appropriate
assessments, service
planning, and review are
provided as appropriate.

T

Extant of Services Needed?

Projected frequency and duration
of services is =' 30 consecutive
days /year or 60 days /year.

Intonation

Current
Clients

Arrange
for and
obtain
any needed,
additional

assessments.

Client Client Client Priority
Preference Service of Need-----*.. INeeds

.....-

`4..,_ 1_ 7-

Negotiation/
,Appeal

41111

Determine potential dispositions,
including interim services and

.valtinq lists

Service Coordinator communicates
1:1.throsectiveservicarovicers.

Arrange client /representative visit to
prospective service providers, as requested.

I

Additional Assessments as needed.!

11

'Trial acceptance, as needed.

Meeting vith client, representative, and
potential dispositions to determine and
document program placement and services
required.

Is
Days

. . .

Initiation of Services. Disposition
(placement in program(a) and/or
registration with eeneric nroviders).

21/
Resource Profiles
Resource
Availability

Identify and
document resource
gaps

r- -
Placement

Decision, nature of
servicea, payment,
start date, criteria
for termination,
Interim (90) day

Service Providers notify client/rep. and
Service Coordinator of additional assessments
needed to determine one-year objectives, types
of services, and compoucnts of service
tenements.

1

59



45
Days

55
Days

75
Days

90
Days

52
talent
Interview

Clinical observations, evaluation,
and assessments by progr' staff
and outside specialists.

Develop status assessments.
Identify and recommend assets,
needs, annual objectives,
and recommended plan(s).

Service Coordinator bleary:eta
assessment reports to cligat/
represeetacive, as requested.

Nit

twice Coordinator prepares
Client Profile.

IMMIng11.

Negotiation/

ISP Meeting: Service Coordinator, =Lance
representative, pros= staff,
specialists as indicated, generic service
providers when possible.

1

Negotiation/
Appeal

\it

Interpretation of ISP to client
and/or representative, action on
terraria.

Service Coordinator docmmtation
of ISP meeting: Annual Review

Yee
Service Providers complete

e A

erste* Zroviders forward emplaced
erviee Agreements to Service Coord.

Service Coordinator consolidates
ServiceAgraements, forwards copies
to client/representative, and
each provider.

i 15
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Service Agreement, forward to Service Cccerd.

Service Providers conduct
marl Periodic Reviews.

Administration of
mnps behavioral

: Throughout Flow
Chart, reference to
"representative" in-
cludes guardian, and,
unless the client
knowinsly objects,
family.

Service Coordinators conduct
Quarterly Reviews

6
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i DOCUMENTATION:
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Status Assess-
ments, Anneal
Objectives,
Recommended Plans,
Resource
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4.11.110.00.11 N
DOCOMEMMATION:
Quarterly
Objectives;
Service Tre-
quint-7', Quantity,
and Duration;
Staff Qualifi-
cations and
Assivments:
Inserventim



C. Initiation of Services

If the individual is determined eligible, a Service Coordinator is assigned
and the Area Director is responsible for determining the availability of
needed services contained in the Eligibility Report. When needed services
are determined to be available, the Area Office notifies the client of
service availability, specifically delineating the services to be
provided and the service providers. If the needed services are not available,
the Area Director projects the availability of needed services and proposes
an interim service plan. This interim plan contains provisions either for
services which are the most appropriate, adequate and least restrictive
available or for modifications to the client's current services that would
best meet those criteria and-be consistent with the client's needs. Actual
initiation of services is subject to approval by the client and guardian,

the Area Director and the service providers involved.

D. Individual Service Planning for Clients Receiving Support or Short-term
Services.

For clients receiving support, short-term or non-recurrent services
(less than 30 consecutive days, or less than 60 days during a 12 month
period),.the Regulations require that the provision of such services be
accompanied by assessments of the individual's need for services, service
planning, and periodic reassessment (at least annually) as are necessary
and appropriate. Services received may include respite care, crisis
intervention or community support services. Although they do not require
the same degree of coordination as clients receiving more intensive services,
these services (particularly during crisis periods) do require a systematic
approach to service planning.

To meet this need, a single form has been developed for use by the Service
Coordinator to meet these service planning and documentation requirements.
This form is called the Support Services Coordination Form. It is recom-

mended that this form be used in conjunction with several other relevant
forms to establish an "Area Support Record" for these clients. These other
recommended forms are the Identification Form, Client Assets List, Major Need

Areas and Emergency Fact Sheet. It is also recommended that in conducting

reviews, the Service Coordinator documents such reviews using the Service
Coordinator's Quarterly Review: Status of Annual Objectives.
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E. Preparation for the ISP Meeting

The ISP development, periodic review and doctimentation requirements described
below are designed for clients who require a fairly extensive service inten-
sity (more than 30 consecutive days or more than 60 days during a twelve month
period). Such clients will generally be participating in at least one Depart-
ment contracted residential or training/employment program.

For new clients entering the Department's service delivery system, an ISP
must be developed and completed within 90 days after initiation of services.
In preparing for the ISP meeting, which should be conducted within 75
days after initiation of services, numerous activities should be accomplished
prior to the meeting. Most of these activities are the responsibility of
the client's Service Coordinator, although others are the responsibility of
the client's service providers.

1. The Service Coordinator notifies all ISP team mer.)ers in writing of the time,
date, and place of the meeting at least 2 weeks in advance. It is re-
commended that the Service Coordinator schedule a meeting well in
advance to ensure that it is as convenient as possible.

2. The Regulations require that, within 15 days after initiation of services,
each provider, subject to review by the Service Coordinator and con-
sultation with the client as to sufficiency and necessity, determines
and notifies the client, guardian, and Service Coordinator of the specific
assessments needed to serve as the basis for assessing or determining
need areas and selecting annual objectives. To this end, it is recom-
mended that, within 15 days after initiation of services, each service
provider give the Service Coordinator a list of: the client's needs,
and the assessments necessary to identify the appropriate annual ob-
jectives and interventions (and, when necessary, to examine potential
need areas). The Service Coordinator should integrate these need area
lists and inform providers of their need area responsibilities with
regard to assessments, identification of annual objectives, and recom-
mendation of specific services needed. In some cases, two providers
may be asked to assess the same need area.

3. According to the Regulations, within 45 days after initiation of services,
each provider conducts the necessary assessments and sends a written
summary, recommended annual objectives, and recommended services to the
Service Coordinator. The Service Coordinator monitors and offers to
coordinate the assessment process among the providers and other involved
agencies and organizations. When appropriate, the Service Coordinator
provides or arranges for assessments which are needed but are beyond the
contractual obligations of the providers.

It is recommended that providers document their assessments on the optional
Need Area Worksheet. At the time of ISP development, copies of these Need
Area Works eets are sent to the Service Coordinator who,in turn,consolidates



the Worksheets and sends copies to the client, guardian, and current
service providers. Within 10 days after receipt of these Worksheets,
the Service Coordinator meets, upon request, with the client and
guardian to explain and interpret the assessment summaries.

4. During the period that the service providers are conducting assessments
and completing Need Area Worksheets, the Service Coordinator conducts
the client interview and develops, based on provider and client input,
a draft client Assets List. The Service Coordinator meets with the client
and/or guardian and discusses the client's satisfaction with current acti-

vities and the client's service, objective, and goal preferences for the

coming year. The results of the interview should be documented on a
Report Form. If any of the information obtained during the interview
affects the assessments being conducted by providers, the Service
Coordinator should communicate this information (with client approval).

At the same time, the Service Coordinator also develops a draft client pro-

file consisting of a narrative descripti)n of the client. The Client

Profile is developed on the basis of information received from the client

interview, service providers, and the Massachusetts Service Coordination

Battery. The Client Profile, when finalized at the ISP Team meeting,

should be typed on a Report 'Form.

5. In preparation for the meeting, the Service Coordinator should transfer
the client's need areas and assets information onto the Service
Coordinator's Worksheet (if they have elected to use thiss-EITUETal form).

F. ISP Meeting

Within 75 days after initiation of services, the Service Coordinator convenes

the ISP Meeting. The Service Coordinator invites the client, guardian,
family (unless the client knowingly objects), client's representative (if

any), a representative from each ofthe client's service providers, specialist
consultants (as necessary), and anyone else considered necessary by any team
member. Every effort should be made to have the client attend. However,

the client may elect not to attend (which should be documented by the Service
Coordinator in the "comments" section of the Attendance List).

According to the Regulations, the purpose of the ISP Meeting is to develop
"an understanding among the individual, his or her guardian, his or her
family, (unless the client knowingly objects), the Department and providers,
as to the individual's one-year objectives, types of services needed by
the individual to achieve the objectives, who is to be responsible for each
one-year objective, and who is to provide each available service".

6'.
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Although the Regulations require no specific format for the ISP 9eetin9,
the following sequence is recommended:

presentation of client profile

review of the results of the client interview

review of the client's assets

review of each need area , including

- status assessment
- annual objective(s)/priority
- recommended plan(s)
- identity of responsible programs/contact persons
- start date

review other issues/requirements (generally the information
contained in the MSCB).

participants sign attendance list and indicate agreement/
disagreement with the ISP.

Each of the steps outlined above, regardless of the sequence in which they
are accomplished,involves a two -step process: (1) presentation of a
draft, (2) followed by any refinement felt to be necessary by the team.
The development of drafts prior to the meeting is fundamental to pro-
ductive meetings; however, it is essential that they be considered only
drafts that are open to revision. Only the revised (if appropriate)
information will be incorporated into the ISP.

The meeting should begin with the various team members introducing them-
selves. Next, the Service Coordinator should read the Client Profile and
ask for refinements. The results of the client interview are reviewed, as
are the list of the client's assets. The Service Coordinator should make
any necessary changes on the draft copies concerning these various items.

The discussion of need areas should include a discussion of the assessment
report, recommended objectives and interventions. After each need area is
discussed and the refinements made, the assessor should provide the Service
Coordinator with a copy of the Need Area Worksheet. Priorities for Annual
Objectives should also be assigned on the basis of High(H), Medium(M) or
Low(L). After the specific need areas are covered, the Service Coordinator
reviews any other appropriate issues that have not been discussed (e g., medications,
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program changes, additional resources required). This information, along
with the need area information, will eventually be documented in the
Annual Review Report.

Pc the close of the meeting, the various participants should sign the Atten-
dance Sheet. Each participant should indicate, on the Attendance Sheet,*their
approval of the total plan or disapproval of any specific element. Those
elements should be detailed (need area, objective, etc.) in the "comments"
section. If possible, the representatives of the various providers should
then sign the ISP/Annual Review: Response Sheet, indicating approval of the
ISP. The Response Sheet also can be signed during the 15-day period following
the meeting.

G. Post-ISP Meeting Activities

After the ISP meeting, the Service Coordinator completes the Annual Review
Report. The Service Coordinator also meets with the client, guardian and/or
client's representative to interpret the results of the ISP meeting. It
is recommended that this interpretation meeting be held within 5 days after
the ISP Meeting. The client's responses are documented on the Interpretation
Sheet, and communicated (when changes are required) to the appropriate
service providers. If no major modifications of the Annual Review Report
are required as a result of this interpretation meeting, the client or
guardian should be asked to sign the Response Sheet indicating approval of
the ISP. The Response Sheet can also be signed during the 15-day period
following the ISP meeting. Usually,the client will sign after each of the
providers. The client and guardian should also be informed of their right
to appeal any ISP decision.

If the Response Sheet was not signed by the client's service providers at
the time of the ISP Meeting, the Service Coordinator, upon completing the
Annual Review Report, asks the providers to sign the Response Sheet, as
soon as possible after the meeting. The Service Coordinator also asks
the Area Director to sign the Response Sheet, indicattng approval of the
ISP.

H. Developing the First Quarter's Service Agreement

During this same 15-day period following the ISP meeting, each provider should
be developing a Service Agreement for the first quarter. Each provider's
Service Agreement consists of an appropriate quarterly (3-month) objective
for each annual objective for which the provider has accepted responsibility.
In addition, for each quarterly objective, the Service Agreement contains

65



the following information:

o intervention strategies

o resource allocation (frequency, quantity, and duration
of specific services to be provided)

person(s) responsible to manage objectives

The Service Agreement also delineates how the provider will, where
appropriate, coordinate services with other providers who may be addressing
the same objective, and use generic services. It is recommended that this
coordination and generic service information be incorporated into the
intervention for each quarterly objective. It is also recommended that
the Service Agreement include a copy of the schedule of daily activities for
the upcoming quarter.

Providers may document the Service Agreement using the Quarterly Service
Agreement: Objective Management Sheet or their own form. The approval,

by the client or guardian,of the information is documented on the Service
Agreement: Response Sheet. Unless the proposed formulation of annual
objectives and recommended services is rejected by the client, guardian,
service provider, or Area Director, the Service Agreements for the first
quarter should be completed within 15 days after the ISP Meetina. Completed

Service Agreements (but not support documentation unless the annual objective
is shared by another provider) are sent by each provider to the Service
Coordinator who reviews and consolidates all Service Agreements and sends
copies to the client, guardian, family (unless the client knowingly objects),

and each current provider.

I. Quarterly Periodic Review

Three months after the ISP Meeting, each provider conducts a quarterly
periodic review of the client's ISP. This will be followed oy quarterly
periodic reviews conducted by.the provider at 6 and 9 months, and an Annual
Review convened by the Service Coordinator on the anniversary date of the ISP.

For each quarterly periodic review, the provider meets with the client and

guardian, and reviews the client's needs, progress toward the quarterly
objectives, and then identifies objectives, specific services, inter-
ventions, and resource allocations for the next quarter. The objectives,

interventions and resource allocations for the next quarter are documented

on the Service Agreement: Objective Management Sheet. The client's or
guardian's approval of the Service Agreement is recorded on the Service
Agreement: Response Sheet. Within 15 days after the quarterly periodic
review, the provider sends a copy of the approved Service Agreement for

the next quarter to the Service Coordinator. The Service Coordinator
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will review and consolidate the Service Agreements and send copies
to the client, guardian, family (unless the client knowingly objects),
and each current service provider.

Simultaneously, the Service Coordinator conducts a quarterly review
of the client's progress toward annual objectives. This quarterly review
is documented by the Service Coordinator on the Service Coordinator's
Quarterly Report: Status of Annual Objectives. This report should
include the Service Coordinator's comments on sufficiency of progress
toward one year objectives together with recommended suggestions. It

is recommended that a copy of the report be sent to the client,
guardian, and each current provider.

Although the Regulations do not require Service Coordinator attendance
at the quarterly Periodic reviews conducted by the service provider, it
is recommended that the Service Coordinator make arrangements with the
service provi, :o do so. Otherwise, the Service Coordinator will
have to meet witn or contact each provider before or after each quarterly
periodic review in order to complete the Service Coordinator's Quarterly
Report: Status of Annual Objectives.

J. Annual Reviews

An Annual Review of each client's ISP is conducted each year on the anniver-
sary date of the initial ISP meeting (except when changes are made to
correspond to annual reviews of services provided by other agencies,
e.g., local education agencies, Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission,
ICF/MR, and Day Habilitation programs). The Annual Review Meeting is convened
by the Service Coordinator in order to determine whether the current
types of service provideu, purchased or arranged by the Department
continue to adequately and appropriately meet the client's needs in the
least restrictive manner possible.

The preparation for and the Annual Review meeting itself should be conducted
in a manner essentially similar to that for ISP development. It includes a
personal interview with the client,regarding the client's satisfaction with
the previous year's services and the client's preferences for the coming
year. The MSCB must also be updated and its component MDPS behavioral
scales completed. Each service provider prepares a report for each of the
client's need areas, specifying the client's status with regard to last
year's annual objectives and any other relevant information. This informa-
tion will constitute the review of process for the last quarter of the
previous year. The Service Coordinator should add any comments that might
be appropriate with regard to the attainment or non-attainment of the annual
objective.
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In addition, the provider's reports should contain recommended annual
objectives, plans and priorities. This information should be discussed
by the provider with the client prior to the Annual Review meeting and
be brought to the Annual Review meeting rather than first sent to the
Service Coordinator(as in the case of ISP development). The procedures
for conducting the Annual Review meeting are: obtaining the necessary

client, guardian, service provider and Area Director approval; completing

Service Agreements; and completing Service Coordinator's quarterly

reviews. These procedures are identical to those outlined for the ISP
development process.
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PREPARATION FOR THE ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW MEETING

The Service Coordinator and service provider each have specific preparation
activities related to an ISP/Annual Review meeting. The Service Coordinator
is responsible for coordinating the preparation activities and arranging
for those assessments identified as necessary,but which lie outside the
responsibility of any contracted program. The Service Coordinator is re-
sponsible for ensuring that the client interview is conducted, developing
a draft client profile and acquiring information from generic service'
providers.

The prime responsibility of provider staff during the preparation phase
relates to the identification of appropriate need areas and the subsequent
development of specific information regarding those need areas. The

providers must also identify client assets. Providers may also be asked

to assist the Service Coordinator with the client interview and development of
the client profile.

The first step in the preparation process is for the Service Coordinator
to send written notification of the upcoming meeting to the client/guardian

and service providers. Then, the Service Coordinator asks the providers to

identify need areas which they deem necessary and appropriate for the client.
This identification of probable need areas can be accomplished either over the

phone or at a pre-ISP meeting. The Service Coordinator combines and assimilates
the need areas suggested by the providers, as well as the client/guardian,
into one list. The Service Coordinator then identifies for each provider the

need areas for which they should prepare assessment and planning information.

Usually, providers complete planning and assessment information on only the

need areas they previously identified. However, they may be asked to complete

information on areas they did not identify;if that area appears to the Service

Coordinator or another provider to have programmatic overlap. In the case of
a need area for which no provider has the capacity to assess, the Service Co-
ordinator is responsible for securing the necessary assessment.

The Service Coordinator may arrange an outside assessment of that need area.
If the Service Coordinator cannot arrange for the outside assessment in time

for the meeting, he/she should ask the most appropriate provider to complete a

best-effort assessment of that need area. In this case,the provider is not

required to develop any information beyond a status assessment (however, if

they desire, they may include suggestions regarding annual objectives, recom-
mended plans and priority). The Service Coordinator still maintains respon-

sibility for having the formal assessment conducted.
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Each assessment of a need area generally includes:

o a statement of the client's current level of
performance within the need area

o annual objective(s)

o a priority for each annual objective

o a recommended plan for the attainment of each
objective

o a start date for each objective

o an identification of the need area as Major or Interim

a goal statement

This information is recorded on the optional Need Area Worksheet (see next
page) or in any other written format as long as the information listed above
is provided.

At the same time that the providers develop the assessment and planning
information, the Service Coordinator coordinates the acquisition of all
other necessary information. This generally includes:

collecting information from generic providers

arranging for specialist assessments

e assuring that required assessments have been completed

e completing the Massachusetts Service Coordination
Battery (MSCB)

During this same time, the Service Coordinator assures that both the draft client
Profile and Assets List are developed and that a client interview is conducted
(unless the client rejects it).
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(BRING TO MEETING)
NEED LTR a

Major

CLIENTS NAME Worksneet discussed with client X

Roy Clarke
DATE

Nov 1,1980
NEED AREA
Domestic Skills

REVIEWER'S NAME POSITION AND AGENCY

J. Reed, Asst. Manager, East Street

GOALProbame level of intimate functioning in tnis Need Area

Care for own room- /bathroom

STATUS ASSESSMENT: First annual review of a New Area recuires a ones sta ement of current client capabilities 'skills', any oi ft icui ties me client is ex

cenencing. and potenuat oostactes to progress. Future reviews snould specify tne extent to wnicn last year s Annual Objective rias been attained: it not
attained. include reason. Also state any Other significant cnanges in client status related to this Need Area.

Roy is currently able to independently dust, sweep the floor, wash

tables/chairs, clean windows/mirrors, make his bed, lock/unlock

doors, hang curtains and plug/unplug electrical items. He current-

ly requires some form of physical assistance to operate a thermostat,

change lightbulbs, vacuum floors and wash the bathtub. Roy is able

wash the toilet, but will not do this unless a staffperson is present.

a. ANNUAL OBJECTIVE: In benavionai or otherwise measurable terminology
includes tn. behavior, performance conditions and success critena.

Operate thermostat, change lightbulbs

which

and vacuum

attaining the Annual Objective.

gradual reduction
checks of his

room as needed.

in the amount
room to check

RECOMMENDED PLAN: General descriptton of Me intervention(s) apbropnate for

1 to 1 training sessions with a
of assistance provided. Weekly

independence level.

PRIORITY

Medium
CONTACT PERSON
J. Reed

START DATE

Dec 12,80

b. ANNUAL OBJECTIVE: In benaviorial or otnervnse measurable terminology which
includes tne benavior, performance conditions and success criteria.

Clean toilet at least twice a month.

RECOMMENDED PLAN: General descnOtion of the interventionls) appropriate for attaining the Annual

Discussions (1 to 1) as to need for cleaning toilet

out why Roy does not clean toilet. Check at least

determine level of independence.

-----
Objective.

regularly. Find
twice a month to

PRIORITY

Low

CONTACT PERSON

J. Reed

START DATE

Dec 12,80

CCRS w.1
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The Client Profile is a one-page narrative which presents a current
description of the client as a total person. The Service Coordinator
solicits information for the profile from the client, provider staff
and records. The profile should represent a general introduction to
the client and contain (as appropriate) the following types of information;

recent residential/training employment services

current residential situation

current training/employment activities

leisure time preference

family relations

medical status

critical need areas

special assets

future expectations/needs

The Service Coordinator also meets with the client prior to the meeting and
conducts the Client Interview during which the ISP process is explained and
the client's reactions to previous services and desires for future services
are solicited. If the Service Coordinator is not familiar with the client,
he/she may ask a parent, Provider staffperson or advocate to conduct the
interview. The Service Coordinator must be present and should document the
results of the interview.

The interview should be conducted in whatever fashion is most appropriate
for the specific client. The Service Coordinator is responsible for writing
a report of the interview, indicating who was present and highlighting the
questions asked and the client's comments. The Service Coordinator should
acquire the permission to include specific client comments in the report
(final approval of the content of the report will take place when the client
approves the ISP/Annual Review Report). If there is any information resulting
from the interview that the Service Coordinator would like to communicate to
other team members prior to the meeting,he/she should secure the client's
approval.

During the preparation phase,the Service Coordinator develops a draft Assets
List. Client assets include those items which support or positively con-
tribute to the development and/or implementation of his/her program, in-
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cluding personal strengths such as:

e community skills

e reinforcer preferences

e learning style strengths

e interest areas

interpersonal skills

and social/financial resources, such as:

family involvement

volunteers

e medical benefits

sources of funds

The Service Coordinator asks both provider staff and the client (guardian/family)

to identify assets. At the same time, he/she asks the identifiers of the asset to

specify the probable programmatic implications of that asset. Implications

are to be specified even though they may seem obvious to the identifier.

If the various activities identified above are accomplished as a matter of

careful routine prior to the meeting, one can conduct a meeting that is

reasonable in terms of time, content and flow. Such a meeting usually leads

to the productive inter-program planning that is absolutely critical to

maximizing client progress toward his/her potential as a self-supporting
individual.
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ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW DOCUMENTATION

The Service Coordinator is responsible for the incorporation of the information

presented and discussed prior to and at the ISP/Annual Review meeting into a

written Plan. This plan is then presented to the client, providers and Area

Director for their acceptance. The completed plan consists of the following

components:

Client Profile

Client Interview Report

Client Assets List

o Major Need Areas

ri Interim Need Areas

Annual Review Report

Attendance and Interpretation Sheet

ISP/Annual Review Response Sheet

It is recommended that the written plan which is prepared for acceptance have a

cover sheet. Although there is no specific format, it must be clearly labeled

"Confidential" in at least two places. The Client Profile and Client Interview

Report can be recorded either on the multi-purpose Report Form or on an open

sheet. The Client Assets List, Major Need Areas and Interim Need Areas must be

recorded on the appropriate forms.

The Annual Review Report (ARR) is typed on open sheets. It consists of the

following

review of Need Areas

required assessments (if not included as a need area or parts

of a need area assessment)

required reviews (appropriate updates)

9 other issues or concerns (if necessary)
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The Review of Need Areas covers information presented about each need
area during the meeting. For each need area the information is organized
into the following elements:

Assessment

The assessment should reflect the client's current
level of functioning within the identified need area.
Frequently one provider will be responsible for this
information. If more than one provider has been asked
to complete an assessment of a need area, all sets of
assessments should be recorded (with the assessor
identified). If the assessments are significantly
different the team consensus should also be'documented.

e Annual Objectives

The appropriate objective(s), stated in behavioral and mea-
surable terms, should be listed. Each objective should in-
dicate the level at which the client will be in one year.

19 Priority

Each annual objective must be assigned a priority.
Priorities (high [H], medium [MI and low [L] ) are
identified in relation to the client's need (as opposed
to in relation to each other). Medical objectives are
assigned a priority of "1".

"High" priorities are assigned to objectives which are
important and urgent; "Medium" priorities to those which
are important but not so urgent; and "Low" priorities to
those which should be addressed if resources are easily
available.

® Recommended Plan

For each Annual Objective a statement of the general
approach to be used to obtain it should be indicated.
The recommended plan does not usually contain specific
resource allocation information; however, it may often
include a recommended staff to client ratio.

to Responsible Agencies and Contact Person

For each Annual Objective, the agency(ies) which will
address it during the next year should be indicated along
with the agency contact person (for that objective).

e Start Date

For each Annual Objective, the date on which the service
is expected to begin must be stated. If the date is after
the start date of the first quarter's service agreement,
the reason must be indicated in the recommended plan.
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If there are no resources available to address a need area, the Service
Coordinator arranges for the development of a best-effort assess-
ment by a provider (pending a specialist assessment). No annual objectives
need be specified. The recommended plans include the team's conclusions
regarding possible objectives, priority, techniques, resources, and a
statement by the Service Coordinator regarding actions to be taken to
secure the necessary resources.

The second component of the ARR, Required Assessments, involves specific
annual assessments required in the Regulations. During the first year of
ISP development for a client currently receiving services, medical/dental ,

social and psychological assessments are required (thereafter only a medical
will be required). If these asses& -dts have been accomplished within the
last year,the results can be used. The results should be dodumented in this
section of the ARR if they are not more appropriately placed in another
section of the client's record.

The third component of the ARR, Required Reviews, involves specific items
that must be reviewed periodically by the Service Coordinator. These include:

eligibility

entitlements

Area of Meaningful Tie

legal status

availability of services previously identified as
necessary but unavailable

medication/diet

items to be referred to the Human Rights Committee

Most of these items are reviewed by the Service Coordinator as part of the
Massachusetts Service Coordination Battery. Any information not covered,
or any recommendations for change in'any of the issues should be documented
in the Annual Review Report.
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The fourth component of the ARR, Other Issues/Concerns, is used by the
Service Coordinator to document specific issues critical to the client's
services. These could include:

o any major changes in services

co any required documentation that is outstanding

e any difficulties in maintaining an integrated program
r-

o any issues/concerns raised by the client that are
not documented elsewhere

The Attendance/Interpretation Sheet is used to document attendance at the
meeting and to document the interpretation of the meeting results to the
client. The attendance section is also used to record each participant's
approval of the overall plan or disapproval of specific aspects of the plan.
Disapproval must be explained and specified in the "comments" section.

A copy of the ISR/Annual Review Response Sheet should also be part of the
documentation. If the Service Coordinator uses a separate copy for each
provider, each should be signed by the client and Area Director,and a cony
of each attached to the plan.



ISP/ANNUAL REVIEW: SAMPLE ENTRIES

The following pages are examples of completed ISP/Annual
Review/Service Agreement(optional) and Periodic Review
forms. They are intended to show the type and range of
entries that might be found on these forms. These examples
are not intended to be a model record for a specific client.
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IDENTIFICATION OF NEED AREAS

Introduction

The Client Record represents a need-oriented approach to providing

services to mentally retarded clients. A need-oriented record is,
essentially, a positive variation of the traditional problem-oriented
approach. The development of a list of individual client needs pro-
vides the foundation for all service delivery.

Traditionally, the identification of need areas is accomplished through
the use of either a static or d flexible model. In the static model,
all potential need areas are predetermined and the team selects those
need areas which appear to be relevant to the client. Sample static

need areas might be: Prevocational Skills, ADL Skills, Receptive
Language, and Behavior Management.

Although the static system is simpler to use initially, its major
weakness is that it tends to result in similar need areas for many
clients. As a result, the Needs Lists does not reflect the quick,
individualized picture of the client that it should.

In a ilexible system of need area identification, the need areas are
determined and worded without the use of the pre-established list of

potential need areas. This approach allows for specific identification;
resulting in appropriate focus. Specific concerns can be clearly in-
dicated without diluting them in generalized categories. For example,

if the client hits peers and this is his/her only hostile behavior,
the need area in a flexible system might be "assaulting peers" and not

the static "hostile behavior" or "behavior management."

To assist in the implementation of a need-oriented approach, the record

has two major forms: Major Need Areas and Interim Need Areas.

Need Area Lists

The Need Area lists provide a table of contents for the record, display

the client's current/past status, and form the framework for the service

plan. They should be client-centered and reflect the results of the
client interview and all available assessments, and are not to be iden-

tified only by the traditional institutional definitions (e.g., a deficiency

that must be overcome).

Needs are defined as areas where improvement will allow an individual to

function, in a more integrated fashion, toward achievement of his/her

life-long goals. Thus, learning to swim (if desired by the client) is
just as valid a need area as learning to cook. In keeping with this
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orientation, need areas are worded in neutral terms (e.g., "cooking"
rather than "lacks cooking skills"). Also, whenever possible, need
areas relating to behavior management issues are worded with regard
to desired outcome rather than current-problem (e.g., "respect for
property of peers" rather than "steals from peers").

Major Need Areas

A major need area represents something that currently presents a signifi-
cant barrier to the client in attaining his/her ultimate potential. Also,
a major need area, a permanent part of the record, is likely to be a concern
over a relatively long time (e.g., usually more than one year).

The identification of major need areas is based on their overall
importance to the client's actual or potential functioning, physical
well-being, or behavior pattern. A major need area may be in a develop-
mental area or naladaptive area, or represent physical, family, or commun-
ity difficulties; or expansion of an asset.

It is critical that all ISP Team members be involved in the initial develop-
ment of the Major Need Areas. Since the Major Need Areas are the heart
of the record, it is likely that team members not involved in their de-
velopment will not have the total involvement necessary for a commitment
to the ISP. In this case, every effort should be made by the Service Co-
ordinator to involve outside service providers in the development of the list.

The idt 'AfIcation of major need areas is, a critical aspect of ISP
develop ent. Poorly identified need areas (e.g., too many, too few,
poorly worded, not client-centered) lead to an ineffective and inefficient
record. An operative Major Needs List must:

reject recommended need areas that reflect administrative
rather than client-centered needs

reject recommended need areas that reflect professional
snobbery or a lack of knowledge of what a need area is,
rather than client-centered needs

o combine recommended need areas that can be incorporated
under a single title

o create specific, individualized need area titles

If the team allows actions to occur which impinge upon the client-
centered, streamlined major -need areas approach, the list
become- unwieldly and extreme' y time consuming to use. Historically,
when this happens, the remecie'd actions (e.g., removing. resolved need
areas or limiting each need area to one annual objective) iecome extremely
counter-productive and insensitive to client centered services.
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Interim Need Areas

In identifying Interim Need Areas, team members document temporary need areas

(those that usually will be resolved within one year), and notential Major

Need Areas. Interim Need Areas aenerally arise between Annual Reviews and

may be entered onto the Interim Needs List by individual team members.

Interim Need Areas include:

to recommended evaluations; i.e , speech, diabetes

is acquisition of personal possessions (e.g., wardrobe, furniture).

new behavior management issues

o unexpected events (e.g., opportunity to go on trips, loss

of a parent)

o specific splinter skills necessary to move to a less restrictive

situation

Excluded from Interim Need Areas are many items that logically fall under

a Major Need Area. For example: Community Travel is a Major Need Area

with an Annual Objective relating to "travelling by bus"; but the client

has an immediate need (because of a new job) tc. learn to travel by train.

Train travel should he included as a new quarterly objective (with the

client's approval) rather than be identified as an Interim Need Area.

An initial list of Interim Need Areas is developed Prior to the meeting and

finalized at the ISP Meeting. During the year, providers may add items to

the list, as appropriate. The Service Coordinator should be informed immediately

of any changes that might affect other Service Providers. Otherwise, the

Service Coordinator can be informed as part of the next periodic review.

Numbers for Interim Need Areas will be assigned sequentially and historically

by the Service Coordinator.

At each Annual Review the team should prepare a new list of Interim Need

Areas. The old list should be evaluated to determine which items should be

continued, discontinued, or moved to the list of Major Need Areas.

Goal Statements

Both the Major and Interim Need Areas require identification of goals. The

goat: statement represents the anticipation of ultimate performance of the

client in the need area. Given the nature of a goal statement, it is usu-

ally not measurable. Goal Statements should, however, be as behaviorally

specific as possible. At times, it may be extremely difficult for the team

to specify ultimate performance; in such cases, the team might elect to

identify the level they expect the client to reach in three to five years. At
other times, because of a *tack of experience with the client, it may be

necessary to use vague terms; e.g., "maximize," "improve." But as soon as

more specific information is available, the goal statement should be changed

to mere accurately identify anticipated peiformance. The team can change

a goal statement whenever it is no longer accurate or appropriate.
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MAXIMIZING CLIENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE ISP PROCESS

In order to avoid institutional settings as many handicapped persons
grow older, they will require some degree of life-long or follow-along
services. This fact, coupled with continuing efforts to replace insti-
tutional settings with more normalized environments, is leading to in-
creased service options for handicapped adults. Administrative, program-
matic, and moral issues, however, make the coordination of adult services
a complex and delicate undertaking. Coordination must be effective and,
at the same time, sensitive to the client's need to take an ever increas-
ing role in those decisions affecting his/her life.

Adult services involve a series of intricate requirements (e.g., funding,
standards, documentation). They are frequently contradictory, and im-
posed by agencies with varying responsibilities. Aside from administra-
tive hurdles, programmatic incongruities often arise when a client's plan
has residential, day activity, vocational, specialist and generic service
components, each supplied by a different provider. In response to this
issue, and in an effort to provide the most appropriate services, state
agencies responsible for overseeing the provision of adult services usually
require some form of Individual Service Plan (ISP). The ISP indicates what
services will be provided, by whom, and how the services will be integrated
into a comprehensive program. Ironically, while ISPs enhance service
delivery and coordination, they also may, due to their complex nature, im-
pede efforts to decrease control of the client's life by others. However,
it is possible to mitigate this apparently counterproductive aspect of the
ISP by maximizing client participation in ISP development and implementation.

A Commitment to Client Participation

Although it can be a difficult undertaking, involving the client does
generate client commitment and assists the team in becoming aware of
client aspirations. To achieve these results every service provider
must be committed both to involving the client in each element of the
ISP process and to maximizing that participation at every decision point.

This commitment, which is easy to make at a conceptual level, often
breaks down at the operational level. Often, both client ,nd staff, al-
though supportive of client participation, are initially apprehensive and
unsure of their role.

Basically, the key is to acknowledge the fact that the client can poten-
tially be involved at every phase of the process. The client can make
decisions, add to what is being said, or report reactions to the services
he/she is receiving. Maximizing client understanding and participation
may well require that the process be modified (staff should be aware of
their options) and/or the client-taught skills necessary for more meaning-

ful participation. Many clients previously had little or no control over
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their life situations. As a result, increased ISP participation is a
critical long-range objective as it relates to their assessing the
decision-making options available.

Building a Foundation for Client Participation

Although each agency's ISP system varies with regard to terminology and
sequence, all systems generally follow a basic cycle, Most
involve an annual interdisciplinary team meeting at which specific objec-
tives and interventions are identified and appropriate service providers
assigned. Following which,those responsible for specific objectives sub-
mit regular progress reports and make necessary program modifications.
Given such a basic cycle, the points at which the client can participate
include:

Client Inverview

o Development of the Client Profile

Development of Assets List

Development of Needs Areas

Reporting of Current Skill Status

Selection of Objectives and Priorities

Selection of Appropriate Interventions

e Approval of the Plan /Service Agreement

Review and/or Submission of Progress Reports

Client Interview

A critical point, of client involvement, especially with regard to the
Annual Review, is in the client interview. The client interview has two
prime objectives.. It must help the client understand the ISP process.
And,it must determine the client's satisfaction with his/her current life
situation.

Initially, the client has little understanding of the planning process
and his/her participatory role. The client needs to understand the
planning concept, the process, and modes of participation, including
specific approval/rejection options. It is essential that the client
also differentiates his/her role as team member from his/her role as
team consumer.

Si
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One way to help the client comprehend the ISP concept and process is
to correlate it with an activity in which he/she has recently partici-
pated (e.g., going on a trip or having a party). Or, one can explain
the process in relation to the ISP of another client; this option is
especially helpful if the other client can participate in the explanation.

Equally important is the need to determine the client's satisfaction
with the previous year and his/her expectations for the coming year.
The client should be asked about preferences in all aspects of his/her
life style (e.g., residential, social, vocational, educational, recrea-
tional). This information helps the team understand how the client feels
about him/herself. The team also uses this information to identify client
needs and objectives and to assign priorities.

Although it is recommended that the interview be conducted by a Service
Coordinator, it can be conducted by anyone identified by the team. In

addition to the obvious communication and empathy skills, the criteria
for an interviewer include knowledge of and by the client (although not
from daily contact with the client). This criteria enhances meaningful
communication, yet allows the interviewer a beneficial level of objec-
tivity. The client's advocate makes an ideal interviewer. And unless
it proves disruptive to the interview, the Service Coordinator also
should be present.

The process for determining client satisfaction with previous services
and desires regarding future services also addresses all major categories
(e.g., residences employment). The interviewer must use an appropriate means
of communication to ask specific questions that solicit the client's
opinions and desires in each category. At times, the client may express
unrealistic desires for the coming year. It is important that the client
comprehend the steps involved in attaining his/her objective and then, if
necessary, identify a more appropriate annual objective. Some tactics
that might be helpful include:

o Offer the client some options regarding objectives;

Question the client carefully to assure you both fully
comprehend the objective;

Give the client your honest opinion;

Let the client observe or experience what is involved in
achieving his/her objective.

These tactics, although somewhat time-consuming, help establish a solid
and cooperative foundation for the rest of the ISP process.
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The ISP Meeting: Talking and Listening

Regardless of how the ISP Meeting is organized, the client must have a
full opportunity to review and contribute. Usually, an annual general
description/profile of the client is discussed early in the meeting.
It is positively worded, concentrates on actual behavior, includes client
assets and is as devoid of jargon as possible. The client is asked his/
her reaction to the profile and whether he/she has anything to add to it.
Then,the Service Coordinator paraphrases the report, including highlights
of major issues raised by the client, need areas identified by the client,
and a summary of any related discussions. The client is then asked to
confirm the accuracy of the report.

To maintain a positive emphasis at the ISP Meeting, follow the profile
interview review with a discussion of the client's assets. Here, posi-
tive personal c_haracteristic5 and the available social resources iden-
tified are listed and included as part of the ISP. This early
attention to assets is highly reinforcing to the client and helps esta-
blish a propitious team attitude.

After specifying assets, the tear needs to identify those things that
present significant long-term barriers to the client's attainment of his/
her potential. The client's desires are integrated into this discussion.
The needs identified are listed and used as the agenda for the
remainder of the meeting. Whenever possible, needs are written in neutral
rather than negative terminology (e.g., "self-actualization" rather than
"poor self-image"). As his/her needs are considered. the client is asked
if there are any items to be added or removed. Once the list is read and
revised (if necessary), the client is asked what needs he/she would like
to discuss.

As the client's current ability or status with each need is discussed,
the client is asked if he/she agrees and if he/she wants to add his/her
own status report. The client's assessment is incorporated into any
team's concluding statement on that need area. The client is also asked
his/her reactions to annual objectives, plans, and priorities specified
by the team. The client is told the value and attainment-possibility
of each annual objective. Whenever appropriate, each annual objective
is specifically related to the client's desires (as expressed during the
client interview).

Although the client may anticipate in the meeting and appear to under-
stand each element of the plan, the intensity and duration of the meeting
often makes it difficult for the client to fully understand the elements.
For a decision regarding approval, it is-advisable %o explain the total
program again in a separate meeting between the client and the Service
Coordinator. The results of that meeting are then documented and communi-
cated to the team.

The approval of the plan is obtained in a manner that best assures that
the client understands what le/she is approving. Informed consent pro-
cedures (Turnbull, 1977) offer one way to document team efforts tc provide
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the client with the information necessary to make an independent decision.
Informed consent procedures require that consent be written, that the pro-
cedures utilized be specified, and that the information given the client
be summarized. The person securing consent must explain the intended
outcomes and procedures involved, the risks (if any) of each proposed
p:ocedure, the alternatives to the proposed procedures and the fact that
consent may be witneld or withdratdi at any time. No matter how detailed
the explanation, consent cannot be totally informed if the client is a
passive participant in the process. The client must be questioned about
what he/she has been told to better assure meaningful comprehension and
approval.

Program Im lementation: Maintainin Client Participation

Client participation in the ISP process does not end with the meeting.
As service providers identify appropriate short-term objectives, the
objectives are discussed with the client. It is essential that the
client see how the short -term objectives relate to the agreed upon annual
objectives. Whenever possible, the client is involved with the selection
and/or development of the training procedures that will be used to attain
the objectives.

On a quarterly basis each service provider must make a brief written
statement on the client's progress toward the stated objectives (which
is documented by the Service Coordinator). The client is then allowed
to read (or have read to him/her) the progress notes made by the team
members. The client is given the opportunity to submit a note describing
his/her own evaluation of the program/progress. If possible, the client
writes his/her own entry. the client has difficulty writing, a staff
member writes down the client's spoken or signed statement.

Summary

Although it requires a considerable amount of time and creative energy,
client involvement in the ISP process provides exciting new opportunities
for both client and staff. All clients benefit from an ongoing commitment
which involves him/her in the decisions regarding his/her program. Of
course, clients vary in their ability to participate; however, it is
critical that the limits of participation be set by tt.e client's ability,
and not by lack of opportunity. A service-system-wiea commitment ",:o client
involvement prevents the ISP process from becoming z: self-serving admini-
strative activity while enhancing its function as a tool for attening
the optimum in coordinated and appropriate client services.
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Background Resources

The following resources may prove helpful to the profess-
ional training consumers relative to their ISP. While' none

of them deal directly with training consumers about individual-
ized service plans, they place the issues which surround such
training in context.
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1980.
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